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My approach to the ﬁeld of interaction design is very coloured from my
background concerning Architecture and Industrial Design combined with
Ubiquitous Computing. I see interaction design as something very physical
and spatial. It is a mission to draw people away from their individual computer displays and interact more presently. I want to create artefacts with
technology integrated, if the artefact gains an extra value from it. And I
see a lot of potential in the existing technologies.
I have a very playful and creative approach to the ﬁeld. I aim to create
spaces for social interaction, artefacts that encourage the users to interact
and endorse them to physical interaction in stead of being passive consumers. This all of course has to be seen in the perspective of the situation and subject. I have worked within user centred design and my launch
pad has mostly been “the people formerly known as users” to quote John
Thackara.
As a person I am very devoted to the work and engaged with my goals. I
am explorative and eager to learn. I use my feelings and knowledge to get
to my goals, and I do the extra to get there. I have attended workshops,
a think tank, conferences and competitions beyond what was acquired
from my school and exchange in Sweden at the IT-university.

www.runtime05.se/metaxis
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[process]
3D modelling
AR toolkit
Reallife testing 1:1

I was employed in a pre-research
project concerning an interactive
media museum for Bang&Olufsen.
Primarily as a concept developer
and visualizing scenarios through
ﬁlm of a prototype in a blue
screen studio.

Sketching up scenarios for an
interdisciplinary workgroup discussion

[process]

Interface development

User research: Domestic Probes
followed up by interviews and user testing of working prototype

Aluminum frame

Video scenarios in blue screen studio
Film editing
Producing a paper for CUMULUS design
conference

The main goal with the project is
to adapt the entire museum experience, to engage people in a new
way and create space for united
experiences.
I presented my paper at CUMULUS
design conference in Lissabon, attending as a speaker in May 2005.

Denmark : Student job at ISIS research center : Fall ‘04

[concept]

Rapid video prototyping

InteractiveSpaces@home is about
physical homes as domain for interaction. The project is directed towards
communes and our main goal is to
boost the cohesiveness between the
residents.

Concept development techniques (e.g. 6
thinking hats)

Studies of the two communes results
in a mirror through which a picture is
taken in playful interaction (to areas
enlightened in the frame and when
pushing the two a picture is taken). The
pictures are daily exposed as a collage,
in the communes. The collage consists
of pictures from the daily news and
curves created by daily life and movement inputs. The concept is a manifest
of daily life and cohesiveness in space
and time.

Academic argumentation

Hands-on testing through technical
solutions based on basic24X chip and
sensors

Logo in the pavement

Tell it
UNESCO design Competition:
Love / WHY?
[concept]
The aim of the project is to encourage interaction between people in public spaces.
The result is an installation on which
people share their talents, images and
good experiences. Tell it is a celebration
of everyday life.
[process]
Participation in competition
Interaction in Public Space
Scenarios
Denmark : Competition : Summer ‘04

The main goal is to make a vacuum cleaner for men that is fast
and fun to use. It is compact in
the closet, but easy
to pull
out in action. The
head
can be bend in an
angel
of 90o for corners
or can
be straightened out in
full length.

Mainterminal
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toilet/ble

The display shows results
of the work done: area,
amount of dust and
power etc.The vacuum
cleaner can be used in
many ergonomic ways.

www.
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[concept]

Wrap up

2nd place in ARLA competition,
packaging for drinking yoghurt

Keywords on Competences

Software expertise

These are the areas on which I can
contribute to the design process:
• User approaches (e.g. probes)

For 3D modelling and rendering I
primarily use RHINOCEROS®
but I have also worked with
form•Z and 3ds max

• Analyzing, describing and
solving design cases

I am expert user on AdobePhotoshop after
ﬁve years intensive use

• Brainstorm methods and inspirational
methods (e.g. analogies)

I am highly skilled on MS PowerPoint

2005 January-June:
Human Computer Interaction course at IT-University Gothenburg, Sweden
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The work took off from an interdisciplinary cooperation with fashion designers. Issues discussed
within the different approaches
were; identity, virtuality and control.

Going to the next room, they
experience themselves
being manipulated...

Vacuum Cleaner for Men

Brainstorming

The main goal with this project
is to create an exhibition area at
a temporary interactive design
exhibit.

The ﬁnal result is a virtual mirror,
were the visitors can experience
themselves with an extra virtual
layer, through AR toolkit. Different pieces of stereotypical clothes
appear on them according to tags
placed on their body.

Solar cell and glass roof

Research on different
museum experiences

[concept]
An Interaction Designer

Daily Mirror

User Experience

TPD

[concept]

[process]

The User Experience is based
on user centred design through
domestic probes and interviews
with a segment group being young
couples with 1st child. The result
is a product serie for the families.
The products collects information,
obtained by the local network,
wherefrom modifed information is
send to the
relevant artefact.

Bluesky 20 years in the future

The street Yo!ghurt© for
children aged 5-9 yrs. The
Yo!ghurt©, which is in a package
of four drinks, can be attached to
a keychain around the neck. Each
drink is clicked into the next by the
“!” that is extruded and intruded in
the bottle.
The children can learn different
dance moves by turning the bottle
and trying the demonstrations.

• Concept development

User centred design:
- domestic probes
- interviews
- product evaluation

[process]

Conceptualization

Sketching with markers

Video prototyping
Product serie

Denmark : Industrial Design : Fall ‘04
SPARK! Workshop

[process]

[concept]

Ergonomics

SPARK! Workshop consists of 30 designers from
Europe using design tools to create concepts and
ideas to help a society in recession. Emphasizing the values of the society altered in a renewing
way. I focused on the multiplicity of high quality
food products and how to promote them.

Rhino 3D modelling
Playful approach
Denmark : Industrial Design : Spring ‘04

• Mock-ups

Concept development for real
market (ARLA)
[process]
User interviews
Problem focus
Community Design
International Design cooperation
Presentation for local politicians
Branding

• Rapid video prototyping (quick testing and trying out the
concepts; e.g. wizard of Oz)
• Scenarios (sketches, computer
graphics, video, blue studio...)
• Mulitple computer skills
• Design (shape, form, materials)
• User testing and evaluation
• Visualizations and presentations
• Theoretical writings of papers

I do the graphical drawings and layout in
AdobeIllustrator and AdobeInDesign
For modelling scenarios I often use
CL Poser and do ﬁlm editing in
AdobePremierePro
I became a secure user of OS AR toolkit
during the metaxis project
And I am familiar with both
OS Processing and OS PureData
I am a novice user of Macromedia
Dreamweaver and in a learning
process of using MacromediaFlash

2004 August-January:
iMuseum, pre-research project, ISIS Katrinebjerg, Aarhus University and
First semester of master program, InteractiveSpaces@home course
(Interaction design), Aarhus School of Architecture, Denmark
2002-2005: Designing graphical brochures and proﬁle for layout,
Lysthuset, Aarhus, Denmark
2004 January-June:
Industrial Design, Aarhus School of Architecture, Denmark
BA Bachelor of Arts in Architecture
2003 April-October:
Think tank about architecture and user involvement
2001-2003:
Full time study in architecture, space, form and methods,
Aarhus School of Architecture, Denmark
Summers of 2000 and 2001:
Working in a summercamp in the state of New York, USA
as lifeguard and counsellor
2001:
Half a year at folkhighschool of sports
Half a year full time work in a pre-school with children aged 1-5 years
1993-2000:
Competitive swimmer and coach from 1995-2000
1981: Brought to the world on February 26th

Aviaja B orup

[process]

Metaxis

Denmark : Industrial Design : Spring ‘04
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